Dear colleagues,

I am very happy to introduce the second issue of *Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management (JEIM)* in 2020. It is great to see there are big interests not only from number of submitted papers but also number of papers downloaded and cited for the Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management. We will keep providing exciting opportunities for researchers, professionals as well as the policy makers to access new knowledge, practical information and policy recommendation in the area of innovation and entrepreneurship.

The objective of *JEIM* is to publish up-to-date, high-quality and original research papers. As such, the journal aspires to be vibrant, engaging and accessible, and at the same time integrative and challenging. Each issue of the journal contains research papers.

For this issue we have received numbers of papers and we thanks for all researchers and colleagues for their effort and work. However, due to COVID-19, we were not as fast as we should be and therefore review process took more time than it is expected. We apologize for this and hope to reduce process time in coming issues. It takes around 2.5 months to finalize the reviewer process so far. We want to relay big thanks for the reviewers and member of The Editorial Board.

In this issue, we have seven research papers which analysed innovation, innovation performance and entrepreneurship. You will also find research results on impact of COVID-19 on innovation performance in this issue.

Needless to say, any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or collaboratively, are much appreciated and will make a substantial contribution to the journal. Best wishes and thank you in advance for your contribution to the JEIM.

Season’s Greeting

Best Regards

Cevahir UZKURT
Editor-in Chief